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very year, rum lovers eagerly await the latest
edition of these exceptional bottles. Last fall the
Extrême N°2 collection created a sensation,
particularly in Sweden where their entire stock
sold out online in 27 seconds! This year, don’t
wait to enjoy these nectars. For its Extrême N°3
collection, Plantation selected the quintessence
of Jamaican rums with two very old 22-year-old
expressions from the mythical Long Pond
Distillery. After lying dormant for eight years,
the distillery known for producing the world’s
most esteemed high-ester rums reopened in July
2017. This news did not fail to delight fans of
funky and intense rums. Bottled at cask strength
at a quantity of around 2000 each, Plantation
Jamaica HJC 1996 and Plantation Jamaica ITP
1996 are the fruit of meticulous selection and
double ageing.

Long Pond Distillery suffered a terrible fire on
July 16th of this year, losing all its wood
fermentation vats as well as 65,000 liters of

freshly distilled rum. Fortunately, the stills
remain intact.

"At a moment when Long Pond is experiencing
such a dark moment, for us, this edition takes on
even more meaning and historic significance "
explained Alexandre Gabriel, Creator and
Master Blender of Plantation rums.

The Plantation Extrême Collection

With its Extrême collection, Plantation boldly
presents its most daring rums. Alexandre
Gabriel, Plantation Rums creator and Master
Blender, unearths unusual barrels and, charmed
by their harmony and unique profile, classifies
them as "extreme." These carefully selected casks
are set aside to be bottled at cask strength, like
rough diamonds, in very limited editions. The
design of this new release is the creation of
Troydel, a Jamaican artist whose work
emphasizes the raw beauty of the island with its
colorful landscapes and ancestral savoir-faire.

Plantation Jamaica HJC 1996 and Jamaica
ITP 1996, two exceptional marques

As sublime as they are rare, these 2 vintages
were both distilled in 1996 at Long Pond
Distillery with the famous John Dore still and
distinguish themselves through their typical
flavor concentration. The distillery produces a
wide variety of styles of rum, indicated by initials
(rum marques) that range from lightest to most
intense. While the HJC has an ester rate of
345g/hlap and a profile marked by rich spiced
notes, the ITP has an ester rate of 386g/hlap and
differs in its notes of very ripe tropical fruit. To
highlight their exceptional characters, these two
expressions are bottled at cask strength. These
two Long Pond rums are further enhanced by
Plantation’s signature double ageing technique,
combining 21 years of maturation in bourbon
barrels in Jamaica with a subsequent year of
ageing in Ferrand casks in France. As a result of
this unique journey, Plantation Jamaica HJC
1996 and Plantation Jamaica ITP 1996 represent
two faces of an exceptional vintage.

THE QUINTESSENCE OF JAMAICAN RUM, UNVEILED IN THE PLANTATION 
EXTRÊME N°3 COLLECTION.

Plantation dazzles with two exceptional rums from the mythical Long Pond Distillery. Eagerly awaited, these very old
22-year-old rums represent two faces of a rare vintage.
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Plantation Long Pond HJC 1996 (70cl, 56.2%) & Plantation Long Pond ITP 1996 (70cl, 54.8%)
Retail price: 195€ - Available at spirits merchants and on whisky.fr

TASTING NOTES

Plantation Long Pond HJC 1996 56.2%

Color : Amber

Nose: complex and intense, marked by bitter
orange, butter and chamomile. Evolves to
slightly smoky notes. The ensemble is
counterbalanced by nutmeg, cooked pear
and banana.

Palate: assertively fruity, it opens on apricot,
apple and prickly pear followed by a rich
middle note of gingerbread.

Finale: long, dry, spicy, with candied aromas
highlighted by the freshness of wild herbs.

Plantation Long Pond ITP 1996 54.8%

Color : Amber

Nose: very complex, with an assertive
Jamaican profile of dried banana and
kumquat. A second nose reveals fresher notes
of currant, pear brandy and a slightly floral
accent.

Palate: in a direct continuation of the nose,
the palate is marked by the richness of
molasses, pineapple and guava. Aspects of
white balsamic vinegar in the mid palate,
behind cocoa and toffee.

Finale: very long and rather dry with mango,
almond and cedar wood.



plantationrum.com

A committed perfectionist, Alexandre Gabriel, Plantation creator and Master Blender, searches
ceaselessly for the latest production methods. In the 1990s, he crisscrossed the Caribbean to find
the very best rums, and launched Plantation. Today, he is recognized as a standard-bearer among
the great distillers and cellar masters. In 2012, he was named Best Master Blender of Rum in the
world (Golden Barrel Award - London). In 2017, the American Distilling Institute honored him as
Man of the Year.

Since then, Plantation rums and their iconic raffia-wrapped bottles can be found at the world’s most
prestigious tables and bars. The product of a unique savoir-faire, they express the flavors of the
terroirs of rum in fascinating expressions whose double-ageing technique has become a trademark.
Thanks to its originality and quality, the Plantation range has won the hearts of rum lovers all over
the planet. References such as Stiggin’s Fancy Pineapple (named three times the best spirit in the
world) and Barbados XO 20th Anniversary have become classics.

ABOUT PLANTATION RUMS

CONTACTS
USA - Manuela Savona                            

manuela@savonacommunications.com / 917.969.1275 

UK – Lucy Francis 
lucy@domino-communications.com / +00 44 7939 156 361

Europe & Asia - Angélique Jullienne
ajullienne@maisonferrand.com / +33 (0)1 30 83 22 44
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